Buttplate, wax cast steel.............................. #BP-TN-2-I
A lighter more graceful Tennessee longrifle style buttplate, sometimes called the Bean buttplate, in honor of one of Tennessee’s most famous makers. Made in iron only, this wax casting may be bent cold to reduce the amount of curvature a small amount. We recommend using this on a fancy maple fullstock, with a round end banana patchbox. Be sure to order our #Plan-Tenn full scale plan drawing, for the Tennessee longrifle.

Notice that Tennessee buttplates have longer combs than the similar later Hawken buttplates from Saint Louis. They are also thinner. Likewise, our Tennessee toeplates are distinctively shaped.

#BP-TN-2-I buttplate, wax cast steel  only $24.99

Buttplate, wax cast steel or brass ........... #BP-85-B or I
A “poor boy” buttplate for a severely plain rifle, perhaps with a grease hole instead of a patchbox. The buttplate was sometimes omitted.

#BP-85-B buttplate, wax cast brass  only $34.99
#BP-85-I buttplate, wax cast steel  only $21.99

Buttplate, yellow brass or steel............... #BP-Vinc1-B or I
Used by the famous Vincent family, many Ohio longrifle makers used thin curved buttplates. This buttplate fits our fully inlet Vincent preshaped halfstock. We also offer the signed “Goulcher” lock, and other matching Vincent parts.

#BP-Vinc1-B buttplate, wax cast brass  only $27.50
#BP-Vinc1-I buttplate, wax cast steel  only $20.99
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